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swords && sandals iii:solo ultratus (download
version) features include: * advance your gladiator
up to gladiator level 75 * fight against the realm's
most powerful arena champions across a sweeping

epic spanning 24 chapters. the epic saga of the
clans of tritonia continues in this fifth instalment.

the mighty gladiatorecht is in turmoil: a terrible fire
has destroyed the arena, and the hyrkanians are in
open revolt against their king. the other kingdoms

also seem set to join in the fray. in the midst of it all,
a new champion is chosen from among the clans,
and the clash of swords and sandals begins once

again. the road to glory leads through 12 arenas, 30
battles and a dozen deadly opponents. with their

free-roaming map and dynamic combat system, the
clans of tritonia must do battle in a new way to

survive and win the tournament. enter a new world,
meet new friends and settle old scores! swords and

sandals warriors of tritonia welcome to the great
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world of tritonia. learn the skills of your ancestors
and prove yourself worthy of the highest honor in

the realm. as one of the champion’s most powerful
warriors, you will lead a clan of loyal fighters and

defend the king and his domain from attack. follow
the classic style of d&d or mage knight, but imagine
it in a tropical fantasy environment. over 100 quests

await you, with a mix of rpg elements such as
experience and level ups. fight for the king, defeat

your enemies and become the greatest champion of
tritonia. now, the worlds favourite gladiator game
series has arrived on steam for the very first time
ever. relive the magic today, five of your all-time
favourite swords and sandals games in full-screen
glory. the power of nostalgia is yours! the swords

and sandals classic collection comes with five of the
greatest s&s games ever made (and two bonus

games!):
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Swords and Sandals III : Swords and Sandals Origins
GameFall in love with this 2.5D epic, Swords and
Sandals Origins Game returns to the legend of

Brandor in this grandiose adventure game. Play the
role of legendary heroes such as Slebetina, Scambri,
and The Lone Warrior as you battle 15 of Brandors
most fearsome Gladiator Champions! Collect the
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heroes of Brandor and restore the legend of swords
and sandals in this action packed turn based game!

Fire your bow and aim for game changing spells!
Swords & Sandals IV brings a classic RPG

progression system to the series with a new
character class system and a brand new battle

system for deific creation that allows you to fully
customise your characters. Create the ultimate

battle machine or a terrifying warrior - it's up to you!
Rodeo the arena in a Roman-style chariot!*

Character classes and the attributes system for
customising your characters* Gain unique powers

from Item Finds by equipping the right items!* Over
20 Item Types* Reveal the true names of the gods*
Over 100 Item Symbols* Dueling and Melee combat
system* Over 100 Magic Attacks* Over 100 Power-

ups* Over 100 Collectible Items* Cast powerful
attacks and summon the gods for new and

unimaginable results* Easy to use system that
allows for a deep game experience without losing

the simplicity of the series* Dungeon mode,
compete your way to the top of the Dungeons!

There's a reason this game is renown for its strategy
element. Swords & Sandals has all the elements you
know and love of the noble, of the stubborn, of the
reckless and of the brave. What you will not find is
repetition. There are no sliders, no “easy” modes,
no cheats. Just challenging combat and exciting
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encounters. You could put on a shield, go all out,
and never lose. Or you could try as hard as you can

to avoid getting hit and put your opponents on a
winning streak! It's up to you. 5ec8ef588b
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